Introduction {#s1}
============

Finding a cure for cancer is still a challenging task, despite the understanding of molecular mechanisms and causal relationships participating in the pathology of cancer since the mid-1980s (Fesik, [@B24]). As stated by Hanahan and Weinberg, multistage development of tumors consists of six biological features widely known as hallmarks of cancer: (i) maintaining proliferative signaling, (ii) avoiding growth suppressors, (iii) triggering invasion and metastasis, (iv) empowering replicative perpetuity, (v) inducing angiogenesis, and (vi) resisting cell death (Hanahan and Weinberg, [@B30], [@B31]). The ability of cancer cells to escape from programmed cell death, namely, apoptosis, remains a critical feature of these six indicators (Mohamad Rosdi et al., [@B46]). Apoptosis is a molecular pathway that results with self-destruction of the cell, either following termination of physiological function or after a crucial damage to genetic material (Igney and Krammer, [@B33]; Reed, [@B53]; Verma et al., [@B65]). The well-defined basic apoptosis pathways, extrinsic and the intrinsic pathways, are variously stimulated, and they use determined signaling elements (Kollek et al., [@B37]). The extrinsic pathway is activated by outer stimulation of death receptors. Death receptors are members of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor family, which has an intracellular death domain that is able to accumulate and trigger caspase-8 followed by operation of effector caspases including caspase-3, -6, or -7 (Youle and Strasser, [@B71]; Eimon and Ashkenazi, [@B21]; Wu et al., [@B67]). The intrinsic pathway, also called mitochondrial pathway, is initiated by a variety of cytotoxic damages or growth signals, some of which are genetic instability, inadequate developmental stimulation, and invasion by viral pathogens. *B*-*cell leukemia*/*lymphoma*-2 (BCL-2) family proteins tightly regulate this process and subsequently leads to the activation of caspase-9 (Cory et al., [@B14]; Youle and Strasser, [@B71]; Eimon and Ashkenazi, [@B21]).

All members of BCL-2 protein family have retained sequence patterns regarded as the BCL-2 homology (BH) domains and could be divided into three main classes. The first class of proteins are made up of the proapoptotic activator BH domain 3 (BH3) only proteins such as BIM, BID, and PUMA. Immediately upon their activation, they serve as molecular guardians that connect outer spurs to the mitochondrial pathway. The following group contains the proapoptotic effectors, which are multidomain proteins, such as BAX and BAK, and each of them has three BH domains. These proteins distort the integrity of mitochondrial outer membrane, which leads to free movement of cytochrome C to cytoplasm, initiates downstream caspase activity, and ultimately to trigger the termination of cells. The last class of BCL-2 family are the antiapoptotic protein, BCL-XL, BCL-2, MCL-1, etc. All of these members consist of four BH domains and keeps cells safe by segregating their proapoptotic peers. The most important point in promoting apoptosis is to increase the amount of BH3-only proteins or switch off one of its antiapoptotic BCL-2 counterparts (Fesik, [@B24]; Dewson and Kluck, [@B16]; Chung, [@B13]; Mohamad Rosdi et al., [@B46]). The idea of BH3 mimetics as promising anticancer drugs is inspired by the conclusion that a great deal of cancers rely on BCL-2 family proteins and that the interaction between these proteins occurs through specific BH domains (Oltersdorf et al., [@B49]; Soderquist and Eastman, [@B62]). A genuine BH3 mimetic is expected to imitate the BH3 domain of a proapoptotic BCL-2 protein, thus deactivating the antiapoptotic family members by filling up their BH3-binding pockets.

Apoptotic cell death is an innate hurdle to growth of tumor cells; hence, one of the fundamental hallmarks of cancer cells is the avoidance of apoptosis, which comprises a crucial process in resistance to chemotherapeutics. This phenomenon led to peculiar approaches in anticancer therapies focusing on apoptosis such as suppression of survival factors that are detected to be overexpressed in numerous malignancies. In the group of survival factors, BCL-2 proteins are one of the families that step forward for drug discovery studies (Lessene et al., [@B41]; Hanahan and Weinberg, [@B31]; Billard, [@B4]). For example, a small molecule, named ABT-737, was issued as a potential inhibitor of BCL-2 and BCL-XL, which occupies their BH3-binding domain and further triggers apoptosis in diversified cancer types (Tse et al., [@B64]; Soderquist and Eastman, [@B62]). Ensuing pharmaceutical trials guided to clinical studies with ABT-263 (navitoclax), which had boosted bioavailability and indicated efficacy in leukemia and a few other neoplasias. However, they also manifested toxicities such as neutropenia and thrombocytopenia, leading to dose limitations (Tse et al., [@B64]; Gandhi et al., [@B27]). The thrombocytopenia was connected to the blockage of BCL-XL, as BCL-XL is essential for survival of platelets (Zhang et al., [@B74]). More recently, ABT-199 (venetoclax) was designed as a selective BCL-2 inhibitor and it evades the issue of thrombocytopenia (Souers et al., [@B63]). However, it also carries some side effects such as diarrhea, nausea, low white blood cell counts, high K^+^ ion concentrations in the blood, headache, etc. Thus, novel BCL-2 inhibitors with better pharmacodynamic as well as pharmacokinetic profiles are needed.

It is well-established, especially in the last years, that taking a new drug into the market is both a time consuming and costly process. As a result, computer-aided drug design techniques have become prominent in drug development process (Lionta et al., [@B43]; Yoshino et al., [@B70], [@B69]; Chiba et al., [@B12]; Halim et al., [@B29]; Durdagi et al., [@B17], [@B18]; Fu et al., [@B26]; Is et al., [@B34]; Mirza et al., [@B45]; Erol et al., [@B22]; Zaka et al., [@B73]). Different strategies depending on the availability of target molecules have been developed; structure-based drug design in which the target structure is known and ligand-based drug design that could be applied in cases that target structure is not known. It is also possible to combine both approaches to increase the possibility of "hit molecule" discovery as has been done in our previous studies (Durdagi et al., [@B17],[@B20]; Zaka et al., [@B72]; Kanan et al., [@B36]; Mollica et al., [@B47]). The most widely used technique in target-driven-based drug design is the molecular docking, and there are various docking programs as well as many different scoring functions to rank binding poses. Large molecule libraries can be screened using high throughput virtual screening, and lead compounds can be identified for further studies, quickly. By the use of more sophisticated docking algorithms and scoring functions, binding modes of compounds to target can also be determined. However, as expected, each of the docking algorithms and scoring functions have their own strengths and weaknesses. Numerous studies have been conducted to evaluate the comparative assessment of the docking and scoring functions (Bissantz et al., [@B6]; Bursulaya et al., [@B9]; Chen et al., [@B11]; Warren et al., [@B66]; Cross et al., [@B15]; Li et al., [@B42]). The latest evaluation study was conducted by Li et al. for 20 scoring functions on a diverse set of protein--ligand complexes (Li et al., [@B42]). Their comparison of scoring functions was based on four aspects: "scoring power" (binding affinity prediction), "ranking power" (relative ranking prediction), "docking power" (binding pose prediction), and "screening power" (discrimination of true binders from random molecules). Their results showed that scoring functions were generally more promising in docking and screening power tests than scoring and ranking power tests. In addition, scoring functions that were among top-ranked in docking power test were also more successful in screening power test but poor in other two power tests. This study, which shows that every scoring function has its own weaknesses, has represented that the ordering of compounds only by their docking scores may not accomplish the correct ranking of compounds; hence, if the molecules will only be selected according to their top docking scores for further studies such as *in vitro* tests, this may lead to false positive results (Rastelli et al., [@B51]; Rastelli and Pinzi, [@B52]). Therefore, in this study, we use another approach in ranking compounds that is based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and molecular mechanics generalized Born surface area (MM/GBSA) calculations after initial pose prediction by molecular docking.

In the present study, in order to identify novel BCL-2 inhibitors, ligand- and target-driven-based techniques were integrated with text mining approach, and novel hit molecules were identified with the virtual screening of small molecules library (Specs SC) that includes more than 212,000 compounds. In the identification of hits, two different approaches were considered: (i) Compounds were ranked by their docking scores, and MD simulations for 100 ns were carried out for the selected compounds and average MM/GBSA energies were calculated; (ii) Short (1-ns) MD simulations were applied for top-docking poses of all selected 342 compounds from binary quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) models, and average MM/GBSA scores from short MD simulations were calculated. The average MM/GBSA scores were considered in the selection of compounds for longer MD simulations (100 ns) followed by MM/GBSA calculations. Additionally, it is known that many currently used Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved chemotherapeutics include indole fragment. To increase the probability of discovering hit molecules with potential anticancer properties, we screened Specs-SC database to identify molecules that contain "*indol"* groups by using text mining. Around 2700 compounds were screened against BCL-2, and novel hits that includes "*indol"* fingerprints were identified.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Binary QSAR Models
------------------

MetaCore/MetaDrug (MC/MD) platform from Clarivate Analytics provides a comprehensive tool to analyze the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic profiles for screening molecules. Using MC/MD, it is possible to calculate "therapeutic activity values (TAV)" of molecules for 25 common diseases including cancer by binary QSAR disease models. Additionally, toxicities of compounds could also be predicted in 26 different toxicity QSAR models using MC/MD. The *Tanimoto Prioritization (TP)* feature was applied to detect similarity between compounds and training and test set molecules analyzed in QSAR models based on fragments within the structure. QSAR models in the platform were constructed using various compounds based on experimental evidence of their activity/function on a particular protein of interest and then tested with validation sets. Estimated QSAR values (normalized between 0 and 1) \>0.5 indicate potential therapeutic activity. The details about QSAR models could be found in the following reference (Kanan et al., [@B36]). In the current study, we used "*cancer-QSAR"* model, which has the following parameters: Training set *N* = 886, Test set *N* = 167, Sensitivity = 0.89, Specificity = 0.83, Accuracy = 0.86, MCC = 0.72.

Ligand Preparation and Protein Preparation
------------------------------------------

The compounds screened in this study (212, 520 molecules) were downloaded from Specs SC database (<https://www.specs.net/index.php>). 2D structures were used in binary QSAR models both for therapeutic activity prediction and toxicity prediction. After the target-driven screening and toxicity tests, 250 compounds were filtered and these molecules were prepared with the OPLS2005 forcefield using LigPrep module (Schrödinger Release 2015-2, [@B57]) of Maestro program (Banks et al., [@B1]). The possible ionization states at neutral pH 7.4 was determined by Epik module (Shelley et al., [@B59]). All possible tautomers as well as stereoisomers (if any) were generated. At the end, 342 structures were obtained and used in further docking and MD simulations. Two structures of BCl-2 solved by X-ray diffraction \[Protein Data Bank (PDB) IDs, 4LXD (Souers et al., [@B63]), and 6GL8 (Casara et al., [@B10])\] along with two structures solved by NMR spectroscopy were retrieved from the PDB \[1YSW (Oltersdorf et al., [@B49]) and 2O2F (Bruncko et al., [@B8])\]. Here, it should be mentioned that BCL-2 has a region predicted to adopt an unstructured and flexible loop, which caused the protein to be insoluble (Petros et al., [@B50]; Bruncko et al., [@B8]). Hence, in NMR studies, as first suggested by Petros et al., residues 35--91 were replaced with residues 35--50 from BCL-XL, and the C-terminal end (residues 208--219) was truncated (Petros et al., [@B50]). The resulting chimeric protein was very soluble, while still retaining its biological activity. Moreover, a 3D structure of BCL-2 with an intact loop region would be obtained. For crystal structures, although chimeric protein was used, the unstructured loop region could not be resolved due to low electron density and the fact that the loop region was not connected. As this could cause problems during MD simulations, we took the loop conformation from the NMR structure (PDB, 1YSW) for our modeling studies. The numbering of residues was based on the crystal structure with PDB code 4LXD. The missing atoms of proteins were added, and the ions, small molecules used to aid in crystallization, and water molecules not near the cocrystallized ligand (\>5 Å) were removed using the Protein Preparation module of Maestro (Sastry et al., [@B56]). PROPKA (Bas et al., [@B2]) was employed to adjust protonation states of amino acids at pH of 7.4, and finally, in order to relax the proteins, the target protein was minimized employing the OPLS2005 forcefield parameters (Banks et al., [@B1]). The binding pocket of BCL-2 was classified based on cocrystallized ligands, and the residues in these regions, together with water molecules, were considered in the construction of grid lattice boxes in molecular docking.

Molecular Docking Simulations
-----------------------------

The docking algorithms used in this study include standard precision (SP) module of Glide (Friesner et al., [@B25]; Halgren et al., [@B28]) and Induced Fit Docking (IFD) module of Maestro (Sherman et al., [@B60],[@B61]) with flexible ligand sampling. The IFD method consists of three consequent phases, including (i) docking of the compounds while the receptor is rigid; (ii) refining the complex residues within 5 Å of the ligand using Prime module (Jacobson et al., [@B35]); and finally, (iii) redocking of the compounds at the refined binding pocket.

Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations and Molecular Mechanics/Generalized Born Surface Area (MM/GBSA) Calculations
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We performed MD simulations for apo form of BCL-2 and complexes of BCL-2 with hit compounds using Desmond program (Bowers et al., [@B7]). Protein--ligand complexes were placed in the cubic boxes with explicit TIP3P water models that have 10.0 Å thickness from surfaces of protein. All systems are neutralized by adding counter ions (Na^+^ or Cl^−^ depending on the charge of the systems), and salt solution of 0.15 M NaCl was also used to adjust the concentration of the systems. The long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated by the particle mesh Ewald method (Essmann et al., [@B23]). A cut-off radius of 9.0 Å was used for both van der Waals and Coulombic interactions. The temperature was set as 310 K initially, and Nose--Hoover thermostat was used for adjustment (Nosé, [@B48]; Hoover, [@B32]). Martyna--Tobias--Klein protocol was employed to control the pressure, which was set at 1.01325 bar (Martyna et al., [@B44]). The time-step was assigned as 2.0 fs. The default values were used for minimization and equilibration steps, and finally 1-ns (for short MD simulations) and 100-ns (for long MD simulations) production run was performed for each simulation. Other details of the simulation protocols were described in our previous studies (Durdagi et al., [@B19]; Salmas et al., [@B55]; Rodrigues et al., [@B54]). The Prime module of Schrodinger (Jacobson et al., [@B35]) was used in binding free energy calculations of complexes by MM/GBSA approach (Bashford and Case, [@B3]). 100 trajectory frames from all MD simulation times were considered for short MD simulations. For longer MD simulations, on the other hand, 100 trajectory frames from the last half of the simulations were used for MM/GBSA calculations. OPLS3 forcefield (Banks et al., [@B1]) and VSGB 2.0 solvation model (Shan et al., [@B58]) were utilized during MM/GBSA calculations. All applied procedures for virtual screening in this study have been summarized in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![The virtual screening workflow applied with two different approaches.](fchem-08-00167-g0001){#F1}

Time Resolved Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (TR-FRET)
--------------------------------------------------------------

The BCL-2 TR-FRET Assay (CISBio, Cat. No: 79601) was used to measure the inhibition of BCL-2 to bind its ligand in the presence of BCL-2 inhibitory molecules in a homogeneous 384 well-reaction format. The assay protocol for TR-FRET analysis was performed based on the suggestions of the manufacturer. Briefly, a sample containing terbium-labeled donor, dye-labeled acceptor, BCL-2 protein, peptide ligand, and each inhibitor were incubated for 2 h. All samples and controls were studied in triplicate. Tested concentrations for the molecules were 1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM, 1 μM, and 10 μM. The fluorescence intensity was measured using a fluorescence reader (Varioskan LUXTM, Thermo Fischer). Two sequential measurements were conducted. First, terbium-donor emission was measured at 620 nm followed by dye-acceptor emission at 665 nm; each fluorescent read was excited at 344 nm. Data analysis was performed using the TR- FRET ratio (665 nm emission/620 nm emission) value. The percent inhibitory activity of tested molecules was calculated by:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{\% Activity = \ \frac{FRETs - FRETneg}{FRETp - FRETneg}x100\%} \\
\end{array}$$ where *FRETs, FRETneg*, and *FRETp* are sample FRET, negative control FRET, and positive control FRET, respectively.

Cell Culture Experiments and 3-(4 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) Analysis
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Various cancer cell lines, such as HCT-116 colon cancer, U87-MG glial tumor, and MCF7 breast cancer cell lines, were used for cell culture experiments. Cells were seeded with high glucose *Dulbecco\'s* Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) medium (Biosera) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco) and 1X penicillin/streptomycin (Multicell). Twenty-four hours prior to molecule treatment, 10,000 cells were seeded into each well of 24-well-cell culture plates. Molecules were used by preparing 4 mM stock solution in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Amresco). For molecule treatment, molecule stock solutions were diluted in DMEM with 10% FBS and added onto cells in each corresponding well. Final concentration of vehicle DMSO was 2% at maximum. Therefore, the vehicle group in experiments only included a maximum of 2% DMSO concentration. We determined the number of cells to be seeded to make sure that none of the cells reaches more than 60% confluency during the treatment period, as higher plate confluency levels would slow down cell proliferation independently from the molecule treatment.

Values of half-maximal inhibitory concentration were (IC~50~) determined by MTT cell proliferation assays. Different concentrations of molecules ranging between 10^−9^ and 10^−4^ M were tested on used cell lines with single treatment. Five hundred seventy nanometer absorbance values were recorded, and IC~50~ values were calculated by dose--response inhibition curves and non-linear regression analysis on GraphPad Prism 8 software. For cell proliferation assays, we performed 5-day experiments and repeated experiments at least three times with all cell lines. Survival rates did not change significantly after third day of treatment. Therefore, 3 days results were presented. MTT analysis was performed on 24-well plates with initially 1 × 10^4^ cells/well, grown overnight, and then treated with the selected molecules with different concentrations for at least 3 days. Following the initial incubation day, molecules were added, and, after incubation with MTT at 37°C for 4 h, formazan was solubilized with DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and absorbance was measured at 570 nm.

Results {#s3}
=======

In this work, a small molecule library (Specs-SC) that has 212,520 available drug-like compounds as well as small molecules extracted from available literature were screened initially in MC/MD platform. The molecules were filtered based on their TAV against "cancer" disease model predicted by cancer-QSAR model of MetaCore. The cancer-QSAR model was constructed with 1,053 known compounds from literature, and obtained statistical results were found as follows: Sensitivity: 0.89; Specificity: 0.83; Accuracy: 0.86; MCC: 0.72. Thus, as it can be seen, statistical results validate the constructed cancer-QSAR model. Moreover, we have selected 30 compounds that have high (IC~50~ ≤ 10 μM) inhibitory activity against BCL-2 based on biological and cell line assays to further validate used QSAR model as suggested in various previous studies (Kumar Yadav et al., [@B40], [@B38],[@B39]). These molecules are also subjected to cancer-QSAR model to predict their TAV against "cancer." Results showed that 23 out of 30 known inhibitors (more than 75% of the known inhibitors) have potential therapeutic activity (i.e., TAV ≥ 0.5) against cancer. Although the predicted QSAR values higher than 0.5 could potentially indicate therapeutic activity, in this study, we considered a higher threshold/cut-off value (≥0.8). By this way, we only considered the molecules that would be predicted as highly therapeutically active in "Cancer-QSAR" model of MC/MD. 5356 molecules had the predicted cancer therapeutic activity values equal or higher than 0.8. Compounds may show high binding affinity, but if they carry undesired side effects, they cannot be considered for future clinical studies. Therefore, their toxicity and pharmacokinetic profiles must be investigated. In our study, we used 26 different toxicity QSAR models and these diverse toxicity models cover most of the commonly observed toxicities such as cardiotoxicity, nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicity, cytotoxicity, kidney necrosis, liver necrosis, etc. Out of 5,356 identified molecules, only 250 molecules showed no toxicities in all these 26 different toxicity QSAR models. These 250 compounds were then prepared with ligand preparation module of Maestro, and, at the end, 342 structures in total, with the possible tautomeric and protonation states, were obtained. All these molecules were then used in molecular docking studies for target protein BCL-2 along with two reference molecules venetoclax and S55746 (bcl201). For S55746, the crystal structure was available; hence, after the preparation of the complex as explained in Materials and Methods section, it was subjected to MD simulations. There was no available crystal structure of BCL-2 that was cocrystallized with venetoclax when this study was conducted, though its analogs were available. Hence, venetoclax was also prepared with LigPrep and molecular docking was used to obtain complex BCL-2/venetoclax.

The common weaknesses of docking algorithms were established by the comparative evaluation study of Li et al. ([@B42]) as mentioned above. Molecular docking method sometimes could lead to elimination of true binders and/or false positive compounds since only top-ranked molecules would be considered as selected candidates for *in vitro* tests. Protein structure being considered as mainly rigid during docking is one of the major weaknesses. As such, here we have applied two different approaches: (i) an induced fit docking in which residues in binding pocket were considered as flexible; (ii) short MD simulations in which protein--ligand complex was relaxed to dispose clashes between protein and ligand. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the workflow applied in this study. It can be seen that we have also identified compounds that contain "*indol*" phrases using text mining to be considered for ligand- and structure-based studies of BCL-2 inhibitors.

Docking-Based Approach for Selection of Hit Molecules
-----------------------------------------------------

The top-docking scores of five molecules and their 2D structures as well as corresponding data for reference molecules venetoclax and S55746 could be found in [Table S1](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. To test the validity and reliability of docking approach as performed in previous studies (Chen et al., [@B11]), we have also redocked the cocrystallized ligand found in the crystal structure of BCL-2 (PDB ID, 4LXD). We have seen that the docking pose obtained with our protocol was able to reproduce the crystal pose with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 0.65 Å (i.e., after alignment between docked pose and cocrystallized pose, RMSD was 0.65 Å). As it can be seen from [Table S1](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, venetoclax has the highest docking score (−15.46 kcal/mol) at BCL-2 cavity. However, venetoclax is a very large molecule \[molecular weight (MW), 868 g/mol\] that contains 61 non-hydrogen atoms, which could lead to high docking score, and in fact its ligand efficiency score (i.e., docking score per number of non-hydrogen atoms) was lower than the suggested compounds ([Table S1](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The molecules with the top-docking scores were smaller than venetoclax and S55746. However, they have high ligand efficiency scores, which could indicate that they could be lead compounds for further studies. For that reason, we performed MD simulations (100 ns) for these compounds in complex with BCL-2 protein starting from IFD docking poses. Although we carried out MD simulations for all five complexes as well as for two reference molecules in complex with BCL-2, we will only discuss the results for three compounds: **43** (Specs ID: AO-081/41887762); compound **58** (Specs ID: AJ-292/12931005); and compound **243** (Specs ID: AN-698/40780701), as they were chosen for *in vitro* studies.

MD-Based Approach for the Selection of Hit Molecules
----------------------------------------------------

The top-scoring docking poses for all 342 compounds were subjected to 1-ns short MD simulations, and the average binding free energies were calculated for MD trajectory frames using MM/GBSA approach. An in-house script was used for the preparation of simulation boxes as well as for the analysis of MD simulations. Compounds were then ranked based on average MM/GBSA scores, and, as shown in [Figure S1](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the normal distribution of MM/GBSA scores of studied 342 compounds and Z-scores of the distribution curves were plotted. Then, we selected compounds that have average MM/GBSA values above Z ≤ −2, i.e., 12 molecules were chosen. The complexes of these compounds with BCL-2 were subjected to longer (100 ns) MD simulations. The structures and average MM/GBSA values of all these selected compounds could be found in [Table S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Although we have performed longer MD simulations for all 12 compounds in complex with the target protein, we selected only three of the compounds for *in vitro* tests, **258** (Specs ID: AK-968/12163470), **292** (Specs ID: AK-968/11842328), and **243** (Specs ID: AN-698/40780701). It should be noted that compound **243** was also found as a hit compound and selected based on docking approach.

Text Mining Approach for Selection of Hit Compounds
---------------------------------------------------

Since many currently used FDA-approved chemotherapeutics include indole derivatives, Specs-SC database that includes only "*indol"* groups (i.e., indoles, indolons, bisindoles, etc.) were also screened at the binding pocket of the BCL-2. Thus, "*indol"* keyword was searched as text within the 212,000 compounds and around 2700 compounds were identified. These "*indol"* phrase containing molecules were subjected to binary QSAR tests using MC/MD platform and specifically the "cancer-QSAR" model was chosen as before. Since indole derivatives are known to have high therapeutic activity potential, here we initially used a lower TAV threshold (0.5) to begin screening with a large number of molecules that include the "*indol"* phrase. Molecules that showed higher TAV values than 0.5 were docked at the binding pocket of BCL-2 using Glide/SP. Top-docking poses of these compounds were then used in MD simulations. 2700 individual MD simulations boxes were prepared with an in-house script, and 1-ns MD simulations were conducted and the average MM/GBSA scores were calculated. The normal distribution of MM/GBSA values as well as *Z*-scores of the distribution showed that there were 83 compounds with Z-scores lower than −2 (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As performing 100-ns MD simulation for all 83 complexes would require considerable computer time and power, we instead chose to perform 10-ns MD simulations for these compounds in complex with BCL-2 and again used MM/GBSA approach to calculate their average binding free energies. After 10-ns MD simulations, top-10 MM/GBSA-scored "*indol"* phrase containing molecules were forwarded for 100-ns MD simulations and their average MM/GBSA scores were calculated. [Table S3](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the 2D structures and average MM/GBSA scores for these 10 compounds. We have selected two of them for *in vitro* studies: **ind-199** (AG-205/12549135) **and ind-435** (AN-329/13484046).

![MM/GBSA scores of around 2700 molecules that include "indol" phrases.](fchem-08-00167-g0002){#F2}

Analysis of Selected Compounds and Their Interactions With BCL-2
----------------------------------------------------------------

Although molecular docking studies could give an initial insight into protein--ligand interactions, it is always crucial to understand the maintenance of these interactions and perform dynamical studies as MD simulations for complexes. Hence, we performed MD simulations and analyzed the interactions observed during the simulations between protein and ligands. While we conducted 100-ns MD simulations for 29 compounds in total (including the reference molecules) in complex with BCL-2, we selected seven of them for *in vitro* studies based on their docking scores, MM/GBSA values, and their interactions with the target protein. Here, we will focus our analysis and discussion on these seven compounds that could be lead compounds as BCL-2 inhibitors. Before analyzing the ligand--protein interactions, the trajectories obtained from the simulations were firstly analyzed to examine the protein and ligand structure stability. RMSD and the root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) were used to measure the displacements of atoms for each frame with respect to the initial frame/structure and to categorize the local changes along protein structures, respectively ([Figures S2, S3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Here, we have only plotted the RMSD graphs of studied proteins based on alpha carbons (C~α~). As it can be seen from the figure, for compounds other than "*indol"* phrase containing ones, the RMSD plots do not change significantly after 50-ns and they reach a plateau. However, mainly in indol-containing molecules, RMSD values did not stabilize and conformational changes were observed during MD simulations ([Figure S4](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It can be seen that it was the unstructured loop region 31--89, not alpha-helix regions, that had higher displacement ([Figures S3, S4](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For **ind-199**, some unexpected helix formation is observed for this region, though the helix could not be conserved. The RMSF plot for protein targets in complex with selected compounds also confirmed that it was the loop region for which highest displacements were observed ([Figure S3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, we checked the RMSD of the ligand molecules by considering two different fitting modes: "fit on protein/profit" and "fit on ligand/ligfit." While the first mode indicates the structural stability of ligand with respect to protein, i.e., its translational motion, the second mode shows the internal fluctuations of the ligand atoms in its binding pocket, i.e., its rotational motion. As can been seen from [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the profit RMSD plot shows that after initial 50 ns, most of the compounds did not move away from the binding pocket. However, compound **58** had a very high RMSD value (around 7.0 Å), which showed that it has high mobility in the binding pocket. In fact, [Figure S4](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that the compound **58** completely changed its initial binding pose in the hydrophobic groove just after initial 20 ns, but then it did not have high mobility and stayed in the pocket as can be seen by lower RMSD values and also small conformational changes. Indol-containing molecule **ind-435** also displayed high mobility in the binding pocket as can be observed in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S4](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The RMSD for this compound did not really reach a plateau value. The size of this compound was actually considerably bigger than other molecules and has flexible regions. Hence, it extended from its initial binding pocket to the one next to it (e.g., hydrophobic grooves P1 to P4). Compound **243** has also higher profit RMSD values especially after 80 ns, and careful analysis of MD trajectories showed that it was mostly the phenyl ring that was attached thiazolidine group moving in pocket P1. The rotational movements (ligfit RMSDs) of the selected compounds could be seen in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. We observed that venetoclax did not also obtain a stable RMSD plot, though the values themselves were not higher than 3.0 Å for ligfit mode. As a large molecule, these rotational movements were not surprising. It was also not unexpected for **ind-435** as a large molecule with flexible alkyl chain to have high rotational RMSD values as seen in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Compound **58** was found with higher RMSD values for ligfit mode; however, after 50 ns, the changes in RMSD values were smaller. All of the compounds at the end reached a kind of plateau value for rotational RMSD of ligands.

![ProFit RMSD graphs for the hit and reference compounds.](fchem-08-00167-g0003){#F3}

![LigFit RMSD graphs for the hit and reference compounds.](fchem-08-00167-g0004){#F4}

BCL-2 protein interacts with BH3-only proteins via hydrophobic groove on its surface, which contains four pockets: P1, P2, P3, and P4 pockets. To prevent the interaction of proapoptotic proteins such as BAX and BAK with BCL-2, which is an antiapoptotic protein, these pockets need to be filled by either small molecules or BH3-mimetics. It is important for these molecules to interact with key residues that mediate interaction between BCL-2 and BH3-only proteins. Based on the literature data, some of these crucial residues are as follows (numbering based on PDB code 4LXD): Asp100, Phe101, Arg104, Tyr105, Asp108, Phe109, Tyr199, Asn140, Gly142, Arg143, and Ala146. Additionally, we have analyzed the MD simulations of reference compounds venetoclax and S55746 in complex with BCL-2. The protein surfaces as well as 2D and 3D ligand interactions between protein and molecules were represented for venetoclax and S55746 in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S5](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively. Consistent with the previously published data, S55746 bind and fill the pockets P1 to P2, while venetoclax could fill all four pockets on the surface from P1 to P4 (Birkinshaw et al., [@B5]). When this project was initiated, there was no cocrystallized venetoclax-bound form of the BCL-2. Here, we also checked the binding pose of venetoclax as the crystal structure of BCL-2 bound to venetoclax recently became available (Birkinshaw et al., [@B5]). A slight difference in binding pose of venetoclax was in the more flexible region of oxane fragment; however, with the rest of the compound, similar amino acid moieties interact by the identical parts of venetoclax in both poses. Based on the trajectory analysis of venetoclax, it was seen that venetoclax preserved its interactions with Asp100 and Phe101 more than 50% of the simulation time ([Figure S5](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Gly142 and Arg104 were also seen as interacting residues. Interaction with the backbone carbonyl oxygen atom of Ala143 was the most conserved interaction during MD simulations for S55746 (99%, [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Also, Arg143 and Phe101 formed π-cation and π-π stacking interactions with S55746, respectively. Based on these results, we analyzed the complexes of BCL-2 protein with selected hit compounds as well as examined their ability to fill the pockets P1 to P4. Compound **43**, which can mainly bind BCL-2 via P2 and P3 pockets, consistently formed hydrogen bonds with Asp137 (96%) and π-π stacking interactions with residues Phe101 and Tyr105 of P2 pocket, although these later interactions were not preserved (16 and 24% of MD time, [Figure S6](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Compound **58** can mainly fill the pockets P1 to P3 of BCL-2 similar to S55746. It formed stable hydrogen bonding interactions with two key residues Asp108 and Asn140 (64 and 67%, respectively, [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Compound **243**, on the other hand, interacted with the residues of pockets P1 to P4. A π-π stacking interaction with Phe101 of P1 pocket was observed for 49% of MD simulation time, while its interactions with other key residues such as Tyr105, Asn140, and Arg143 were less conserved ([Figure S7](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Compound **258** was mainly found in pockets P2 to P4, and its most conserved interaction was observed to be with Tyr105. Not only did it form hydrogen bonds with Tyr105 but it also formed π-π stacking interactions, albeit they were not persistent interactions (17%, [Figure S8](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Compound **292** was an analog of compound **258;** as such, similar binding poses were expected, but their binding modes were quite different. Compound **292** formed persistent hydrogen bonding interactions with Asp108 (73%, [Figure S9](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). H-bond and π-cation interactions with Arg143 were also observed for compound **292**. The chosen "*indol"* containing molecules were larger molecules compared to other five selected molecules; as such, they are able to fill the pockets P1 to P4. Compound **ind-199** formed a stable hydrogen bond with Asn140 (70%), π-cation, and salt bridge interactions with Arg104 ([Figure S10](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although it also formed π-π stacking interactions with Phe109 and Phe150, these interactions were not persistent (13 and 22%, respectively). Compound **ind-435** not only filled all four pockets but also moved closer to carbonyl terminal part of BCL-2. A persistent hydrogen bond with Asp100 (55% of MD time) was observed, and additionally it interacts and with residues Phe100 and Arg143 ([Figure S11](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![2D and 3D ligand interactions diagrams of selected positive control molecule S55746 at the binding pocket of BCL-2. Surface and ribbon representation are displayed for representative structure obtained from MD simulations, while 2D interaction diagram shows the systematic details of protein-ligand interactions observed during MD.](fchem-08-00167-g0005){#F5}

![2D and 3D ligand interactions diagrams of selected hit molecule **58** at the binding pocket of BCL-2. Surface and ribbon representation are displayed for representative structure obtained from MD simulations, while 2D interaction diagram shows the systematic details of protein-ligand interactions observed during MD.](fchem-08-00167-g0006){#F6}

We have also calculated the binding free energies for selected compounds as well as reference molecules in complex with BCL-2 using MM/GBSA approach after 100 ns MD simulations. In [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, the MM/GBSA energies calculated for the trajectory frames observed during MD were plotted. It can be seen that venetoclax had lower MM/GBSA values compared to selected compounds. However, some of the selected compounds such as compound **243**, **ind-435**, and **ind-199** have considerable MM/GBSA values to other reference molecule S55746.

![MM/GBSA free energy analysis for the studied molecules at the binding pocket of BCL-2 throughout the last half of the MD simulations.](fchem-08-00167-g0007){#F7}

TR-FRET Analysis Confirms the Inhibitory Activity of Identified Hit Molecules on BCL2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TR-FRET analysis revealed that four of seven tested molecules compete with BCL2 ligand in binding. In presence of inhibitory molecules, BCL2 binding to its ligand was suppressed in a concentration- dependent manner. Compounds **58**, **ind-199**, **243**, and **292** showed the maximum inhibitory effect in ranging between 60 and 100% in 10 μM concentrations ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). However, three of selected molecules showed minimal inhibitory activity on BCL2 ranging from 10 to 40% with concentration-independent manner. We suppose that activity is correlated with solubility of the molecules since inactive molecules were found among partially soluble molecules.

![Inhibitory activity of tested molecules. Activity of the molecules was assessed by the formula given in Materials and Methods section.](fchem-08-00167-g0008){#F8}

Cell Proliferation Was Restricted by Using BCL2 Inhibitory Molecules
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Together with TR-FRET analysis, selected hit compounds were also evaluated in various cancer cell lines, such as HCT-116 colon cancer, U87-MG glial tumor, MCF7 breast cancer cell lines, and IC~50~ values of selected molecules were calculated ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Of seven selected hits, five of them showed micromolar level of inhibitory concentrations, which is an acceptable range in cell culture experiments. Compound **258** did not show inhibitory activity on any of the tested cell-line assays.

###### 

The specs ID, 2D structure, average MM/GBSA values, and maximal % inhibitory activity at 10μM concentrations, as well as IC~50~ values of selected hit compounds and reference molecules.

  **Compounds (specs ID)**        **2D structure**                **MM/GBSA (kcal/mol)**   **% inhibitory activity at 10 μM**   **IC~**50**~ (μM) for HTC116 cells**   **IC~**50**~ (μM) for U87-MG cells**    **IC~**50**~ (μM) for MCF7 cells**
  ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  **43** (AO-081/41887762)        ![](fchem-08-00167-i0001.jpg)   −64.15 ± 10.37           41.78 ± 1.76                         24 ± 2.53                              26 ± 1.73                               30 ± 8.27
  **58 (**AJ-292/12931005)        ![](fchem-08-00167-i0002.jpg)   −68.84 ± 6.03            62.84 ± 2.73                         17 ± 1.59                              18 ± 2.29                               21 ± 3.34
  **243 (**AN-698/40780701**)**   ![](fchem-08-00167-i0003.jpg)   −102.65 ± 4.56           56.78 ± 5.02                         25 ± 1.77                              29 ± 2.55                               31 ± 3.96
  **258** (AK-968/12163470)       ![](fchem-08-00167-i0004.jpg)   −83.50 ± 5.46            25.60 ± 1.84                         NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}     NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}      NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  **292** (AK-968/11842328)       ![](fchem-08-00167-i0005.jpg)   −88.93 ± 5.46            95.63 ± 1.27                         130 ± 25.59                            122 ± 33.21                             150 ± 33.50
  **ind-199 (AG-205/12549135)**   ![](fchem-08-00167-i0006.jpg)   −107.41 ± 7.49           75.64 ± 14.65                        22 ± 3.41                              28 ± 4.46                               26 ± 4.89
  **ind-435** (AN-329/13484046)   ![](fchem-08-00167-i0007.jpg)   −94.17 ± 7.28            18.51 ± 9.91                         NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}     NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}      NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  venetoclax                      ![](fchem-08-00167-i0008.jpg)   −116.31 ± 9.20           NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   3.5[^\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   22.9[^\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   24.7[^\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  S55746 (CHEMBL3958369)          ![](fchem-08-00167-i0009.jpg)   −101.43 ± 4.20           NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}     NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}      NA[^†^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}

*Not applied*.

*Taken from The Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC) database ([www.cancerRxgene.org](http://www.cancerRxgene.org)) for HTC-116 cell line*.

To test whether BCL-2 inhibitory molecules had any effect on biological activity, we conducted cell proliferation assays and also evaluated apoptosis by observing cell structure and counting apoptotic cells. All molecules were tested on three different cancer cell lines, and all molecules showed similar effects on different cell types. The dose--response curves for all cell lines were shown in [Figures S12--S14](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Of seven molecules, four showed biological activity on MTT experiments. Molecules **58**, **ind-199**, **43**, and **243** with 100 μM concentration significantly limited the cell proliferation capacity of cancer cells. Four biologically active molecules showed their efficacy starting from the first hour of treatment by decreasing the number of proliferating cells. At the first day of treatment, only 60--70% of cells survived, while the number of proliferating cells decreased to \<40% at the end of third day ([Figure 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). MTT assay results for cell lines U87-MG and MCF7 were displayed in [Figures S15, S16](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively. Compared to untreated and DMSO only treated (vehicle) group, these four hit molecules showed significant activity. Lack of activity of other three compounds might be due to their low/moderate solubilities. Furthermore, the activity of the molecules was more dominant at cancer cells. We also tested these molecules on non-cancerous HUVEC cells, and none of the molecules showed significant reduction in cell viability ([Figure S17](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When we observed the cells under a microscope for the inactive molecules, we saw precipitates of molecules. Further, despite all efforts for increasing the solubility levels of these inactive compounds in DMSO, it failed to obtain a pure solubilized form of the molecules.

![MTT cell proliferation assay. Molecules having inhibitory activity were shown. Tested concentration for each drug was 100 μM. Statistical significance in graphs was determined by comparing each treatment group with DMSO control using ANOVA testing, and significance is considered as *p* \< 0.001. Error bars show standard deviation.](fchem-08-00167-g0009){#F9}

We also observed massive cell detachment and dying cells in cell culture plates ([Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), and formation of apoptotic cell bodies having circular structure rather than normal. Especially for the compound **58**, apoptotic cell bodies were abundant, and it immediately affected the cells upon the first hour of treatment. However, for the compounds **43** and **243**, despite apoptotic cell bodies having formed, there were still some unaffected cell residues that survived and proliferated. Cell detachment, cell death, and apoptotic bodies indicate apoptotic cell death. Our data altogether suggest that at 100 μM, concentrations of compounds **58**, **ind-199**, **43**, and **243** induce apoptotic cell death.

![Microscopic evaluation of HCT-116 cells for compounds **58** (AJ-292/12931005), **ind-199** (AG-205/12549135), **43** (AO-081/41887762), and **243** (AN-698/40780701). Cells were photographed and observed under microscope for 3 days. Vehicle group showed neat proliferation of cells as untreated group did, whereas molecule-treated groups reduced proliferation and showed apoptotic cell structures. Compound **58** (AJ-292/12931005) showed clear apoptotic activity from the first day, whereas other molecules showed limited activity. At 48 and 72 h of treatment in other groups, resistant cells are visible together with the unresolved molecule precipitates. However, there are no resistant cells and all cells seemed to be affected by the molecule **58** on treated group for all 3 days.](fchem-08-00167-g0010){#F10}

Inhibition of antiapoptotic protein BCL-2 that is overexpressed in cancer cells is one of the most studied approaches in cancer research. Currently, venetoclax is the only approved drug by the FDA for the treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), and it is a selective BCL-2 protein inhibitor. Although it has a very high affinity for BCL-2 as shown in various studies performed on different cancer cell lines (Yang et al., [@B68]) ([www.cancerrxgene.org](http://www.cancerrxgene.org)), resistance to this drug has already been observed (Birkinshaw et al., [@B5]). Hence, it is necessary to suggest new compounds and scaffolds as BCL-2 inhibitors that could be more efficient against mutations on the target structure and have no side effects. As such, in this study, we performed combined ligand- and structure-based approaches as well as text mining to propose new inhibitors against BCL-2 target protein. We selected seven hit compounds of which two are "*indol*"-based molecules. These compounds were considered in cancer cell line assays, and their IC~50~ values are calculated ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Based on the experimental findings, compound **58**, which has an IC~50~ value of 17 μM, was found to promote apoptosis, and it was the most effective of the seven compounds. Some of the selected hit molecules (compounds **258** and **292**) for *in vitro* analysis could only be partially solubilized in DMSO; therefore, solubility issue may restrict the activity of the compounds.

When we have considered and compared the structures of selected hit molecules, specifically compounds that inhibited the proliferation of cancer cells such as compounds **58**, **ind-199**, **43**, and **243**, we have observed that all except compound **58** contains sulfur-containing groups such as sulfanyl or thiazole derivatives. All four molecules contain aromatic rings as well as amide groups in their structures, which are also groups observed in FDA-approved drug venetoclax and under development compound S55746. It must be noted that together with identified two indol-based compounds, **58** also involves an indole ring in its structure; thus, it validates the importance of indoles or indole derivatives in the scaffolds of potent BCL2 inhibitors. It must also be noted that the proposed hit molecules have lower molecular weights (MW) (between 490 and 529 g/mol) than the known BCL-2 inhibitors venetoclax (MW, 868 g/mol) and S55746 (MW, 710 g/mol) which indicate that the suggested compounds could be used as lead compounds for further optimization studies by small modifications. See .sdf file for structures of hit compounds along with their properties such as TAV, docking score, toxicity values, etc. in Data Sheet 1 in the [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Overall, our results surprisingly show that docking-initiated screening has a better success rate compared to MD-initiated screening. However, this surprising result may be due to unexpected partial solubilities of some of the tested compounds that showed limited activity on cells.

Conclusions {#s4}
===========

In this work, a molecular library (Specs-SC) composed of 212,520 molecules was first filtered for their therapeutic effect against cancer, and then obtained molecules again filtered to remove toxic compounds using MC/MD from Clarivate Analytics. Identified 342 non-toxic and potent compounds using MC/MD were then screened based on target-driven approaches using available BCL-2 structures. In order to compare the both structural and energetic results, known BCL-2 inhibitors were used as positive control molecules and same computational protocols were applied for these compounds. Identified hit molecules from both docking and short (i.e., 1-ns) MM/GBSA calculations that have similar/better binding energies were compared to known inhibitors, then subjected to longer (i.e., 100-ns) MD simulations. In the virtual screening, two different strategies were considered and compared in the selection of hit compounds: (i) Compounds were ranked by their docking scores and long (100-ns) MD simulations were performed for the selected compounds and average MM/GBSA energies were calculated; (ii) Short (1-ns) MD simulations were performed for top-docking poses of all 342 compounds and average MM/GBSA scores were considered for the selection of molecules in long (100-ns) MD simulations of small molecules database. At the end, seven molecules were suggested as new scaffolds for inhibition of BCL-2. Compounds **58** (AJ-292/12931005), **ind-199** (AG-205/12549135), **43** (AO-081/41887762), and **243** (AN-698/40780701) with 100 μM concentration significantly limited the cell proliferation capacity of cancer cells. Four biologically active molecules showed their efficacy starting from the first hour of treatment by decreasing the number of proliferating cells. At the first day of treatment, only 60--70% of cells survived, while the number of proliferating cells decreased to \<40% at the end of third day. TR-FRET analysis revealed that hit compounds **58**, **ind-199**, **243**, and **292** showed the maximum inhibitory effect ranging between 60 and 100% in 10 μM concentration. Thus, most of the active compounds found in the cell line tests were also found potent in enzymatic assays. Results showed that compounds identified via integrated text-mining and docking initiated MM/GBSA-scores based approach has higher success rate. Thus, the results of this study may open new avenues for the designing of new BCL-2 inhibitor scaffolds.
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